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So we are in the middle of a so called claimed "pandemic", for the rest of us in the Judeo-Sphere of reality, in contrast to Sweden that recently has declared it all to be over and every reasonable not paid shill scientist can't fathom why we don't use at least 10 verified forms of medicine to solve any of this, and why the Jewish Governments are in a Jewish Deal with Jewish mRNA companies that troll everyone, you have news like this coming up:

**Critics Outraged by FDA Request to Hide Pfizer Vaccine Data for 55 Years**


As we try to exit and people try to catch a breath, the jews, exactly on the date of "Hanukkah", pounce again with more and more lies. 6 million mutations are happening now. Wow, shocking. It's not like 1st grade doctors already know all this would happen and often-times it's nothing to worry about.

We can see here, the infinite gross attack of the jews to destroy Western civilization, erode Constitutions, promote ENDLESS fear, financial ruin, misery, and if possible, stop everyone from actually making this virus less relevant than the flu, is all at hand.

Eternal barrages of jabs, less and less verified, complete lack of logic in most National Governments of dealing with any of this as they literally are vaccine dealers and/or want to do genocide of the native people [which many clearly do] while the few that speak of common sense getting attacked and burned at the stake for saying anything is strange about this ever stranger plot.

Anyway, NPC arguments aside, all of this is mass culling and genocide of the Gentile people globally. The fragmentation of Western societies, the confusion of people, the lies, the fiscal ramifications, and the destruction of the trust between people, governments and one another, is increasing exponentially.
Since this will continue as Jews are on a fallout mission, the situation is about to get dangerous. This is also the start of it. We have time until we reach the final ends of this, so buckle up seatbelts.

All the lies of the Governments have collapsed. They pretended they didn't know what was up, but had already ordered 8 doses many years prior in advance. All of this "Vaccination" and this "Pandemic" was merely a situation that occurred but was used for entirely other more nefarious plans.

At the same rate, Jews milk the cow more than it can be milked, while they all enjoy the strangulation of death and misery that attempts to overtake the West.

The whole idea and where this all is programmed by the enemy to lead, has been explained here. Some idiots say that Israel has done the vaccines and so on, but please, don't be stupid.

It should be clear from the razing "cases" in Israel, that they literally are doing either nothing or that the vaccine is literally a death trap that merely reproduces the virus itself or increases vulnerability of people to the virus. Long story short, it's all a planned sham.

Traditional medicine such as don't be obese, try to eat well, and try to exercise, is still your greatest defense against this virus and the expected thousands of mutations that will occur. Yes, it's basic science.

For the NPC's that want possibly a thousand jabs or consider humanity will get down because of this, go hide beneath your pillow: None of this will happen and scientists know it's all bogus, but they want to scare you anyway because it pays well. Just know it never ends in the terms laid out by the "experts". The "experts" are paid to lie to you eternally if needed.

Coronaviruses mutate at speeds that are too fast to produce "vaccines" for. Every next vaccine will already be obsolete. Even if people are literally hooked on a vaccination machine that jabs them 2000 times per year, we will not surpass the spread of the so called "Coronavirus".

If we lockdown for each and every variant, expect lockdowns until year 3500, or until the slaves revolt after understanding it's all a total sham.

The only solution here would be regular medicine such as ready antibodies to
get rid of these quickly. But this would solve this virus and research in this regard would possibly also help humanity immensely, therefore instead wait for lockdowns and perpetual injections until 5500 years from now so long the jews continue with all this.

Australia, Austria, Netherlands, soon Spain - they all are starting to get it. Nations will be set alight because of this gigantic power grabbing fraud.

The outrageous amount of lies and insanity into all this is unending. We are seeing the jewish press literally on a rampage for 2 years. Bribed assholes destroying the planet for the Jew World Order and nothing else. The war against humanity is organized and will proceed, but so will the resistance to this.

Thankfully if you know of the Joy of Satan and you have been doing your own research, you don't wait for the FDA to tell you in literally 2070 that the Jews have been trolling you.

You don't need 55 years in the future to know what kind of damnation has been heaped upon humanity and what kind of deception and genocidal attempts the jews are doing.

In this board all of their lies have been exposed, everything has been written about, everything has been explained. One thing is for certain, if the enemy persists, humanity will hardly exist 55 years into the future, let alone the United States Government or anything of the so called "Civilization".

If we want to see the next 55 years, the enemy has to give in the most prompt fashion and permanently.
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